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Friday, March 1st, 2013, 5 pm
Franziskanerplatz-Museumsstraße, Innsbruck
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The 1st of March has become a symbolic day for transnational migrants’ strike. This day
unites all migrants, refugees and people without documents and gives a common voice
to speak up against racism, discrimination and exclusion on all levels of social life.
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The transnational protests on the 1st of March were initiatied in the USA in 2006 and
have encouraged migrants in other countries to organise and take action on that day.
Regarding to the ongoing refugee struggles in Vienna, Berlin, Amsterdam and many other
cities in Europe we primarily demand a free labor market access for all people.
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In addition to the demonstration there are further actions in Innsbruck on 1st of March:
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9 am - 11 am:

Strike breakfast at Women from all countries,
Muellerstrasse 7 (women only)
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1 pm - 2 pm:

Strike meal at ATİGF, Schoepfstrasse 9
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from 1 pm on:

Strike crafting at ATİGF, Schoepfstrasse 9
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2.30 pm - 4.30 pm:

Strike café at FLUCHTpunkt, Jahnstrasse 17
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5 pm:

Theatre play "Revolution for freedom of movement",
Franziskanerplatz (in case of rain/snow after the presentation at Café DeCentral)
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8 pm:

Presentation about Frontex, boats4people and the refugee
struggles in Vienna at Café DeCentral, Haller Strasse 1
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Talk about Frontex, boats4people and the refugee
struggles in Vienna at Café DeCentral, Haller Strasse 1

For the global right of freedom of movement and equal rights!
An initiative of ATİGF (Federation of workers and youth from Turkey in Austria), Women from all countries, FLUCHTpunkt,
Platform "Right to stay" and refugees from other countries;
supported by AS.CA.TIR, FREIRAD, FSG GPA-djp Tirol, GLB, Initiative Minorites, KJÖ Tirol, Platform “Legal Couselling”,
Z6 and many more
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